Harness the Power of Feature-Rich Massage
The Human Touch® Forti massage chair provides a remarkable full-body massage unlike anything you’ve
experienced. The Forti, translated from the Latin word for “strong,” features a powerful 3D FlexGlide® 360
massage engine that simulates the expert techniques of massage professionals to leave you relaxed and
restored. With optional shoulder, hand and seat Cloud Touch massage, intensity 3D massage adjustment
and more, the Forti allows you to wield the power of a soothing massage, designed just for you.

human touch®

FORTI

MORE FEATURES FOR MORE COMFORT
FlexGlide

Acupoint® Detection
System with
7 Shoulder Heights

Shoulder, Hip and
Seat Cloud Touch
Massage

Patent pending orbital
massage technology

Soothing, sensitive, and oh so luxurious,
our FlexGlide massage solution delivers

3D FlexGlide 360
Massage System

a stress-reducing experience like

Pop-Up Arm with
Cloud Touch
Massage

never before. Free from the pinching
and friction associated with typical
massage chairs, every contour of
your body is therapeutically touched

3 Intensity
Options for Upper
and Lower Back

by the unparalleled flexibility and
seamless glide of our patent pending
FlexGlide orbital technology. Much like
a masseuse upgrading you from a dry
to a warm oil massage, the FlexGlide
experience will have you basking in the

Easy Sleeves® Removable
and Washable Covers

glow of ultimate relaxation.

Extendable Foot and Calf Massager

HUMAN TOUCH FORTI FEATURES
3D FLEXGLIDE 360 MASSAGE ENGINE

MASSAGE INTENSITY

Every contour of your body is therapeutically
touched by the unparalleled flexibility and
seamless glide of our patent pending 3D
FlexGlide 360 massage engine

Choose from soft, medium, or intense
massage pressure adjustments on both
the upper and lower back

TARGETED MUSCLE BENEFITS

MASSAGE ZONE OPTIONS

ADJUSTMENT

Choose from optional massage zones
to experience air massage, including
Shoulder, Seat, and Hand areas.

Four massage mode options let you
customize your massage to find the perfect
technique for you.

FULLY ENCOMPASSING FOOT & CALF MASSAGER
The fully encompassing foot and calf massager is designed for a therapeutic massage to increase blood
flow and improve circulation. The massager extends to your desired position, and also rotates to a traditional
ottoman. To help keep your foot massager clean, simply remove the washable Easy Sleeves®.

3-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
3-Years Structural
2-Years Parts
1-Year In-Home Service

.95A
69”L x 29”W x 28”H
56”L x 28”W x 38”H
105 Lbs.
8”

Maximum Load Weight:

285 Lbs.
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PART NUMBERS

DIMENSIONS:
Power Consumption:
Chair Reclined Dimensions:
Chair Upright Dimensions:
Product Weight:
Required Recline Clearance:

Endorsed by

Available in So-fHyde* Upholstery in the following colors:

-fHyde
Gray So

-fHyde
Espresso So

100-FORTI-002

100-FORTI-001

*So-fHyde is a leather-like polyvinyl chloride material that does not
include any animal hide or leather.

